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Day 0 
On Thursday the Italians arrived pretty late so we didn’t do anything.  
 
Day 1   
On Friday we go to know how the type of debate we planed to do works and did some workshops 
to get to know each other. All in all it was preplanned quite good and worked well.  

The sport session we did in the afternoon was cool but way to 
short. After the sport session we heard a presentation from a 
guy who works for a start up company wich builds cheap 
sensors for particular matter. The idea of many small sensors 
wich form a bigger net together is the key of this startup. It was 
quite interesting but the guy repeated himself all the time and 
hadn’t any answers for questions except the big data as a first 
step. 
 
Day 2   
The Daimler museum is always great and in connection with 
the rest of the Bad Cannstadt impression it was pretty clear 
how important the car industry is for Stuttgart. 
The mister X game was a good idea but poorly executed. The 
area was way to big and it was almost impossible to catch the 
Mister X team also the instructions were only in German and 
only the German students got updates via WhatsApp so the 
foreign students couldn’t participate the way the Germans 
could. However you got to see some of the problems a such 
complex public transportation system has. 
  

  
Day 4 
On Monday the we collected the arguments we collected over the 
weekend as planned and decided who will speak on the debates and 
did the very fun cookie baking in the evening. 
 
 
Day 5 
Tuesday we finally decided who will speak in wich position and 
finalized our arguments.T he debates themselves went well because 
our team was better prepared for the other teams arguments also they 
were quite interesting because you got a different view on the topics. 
The christmas market was while being really cold a good conclusion 
of the week. 
 
 
Conclusion 

All in all it was a cool and interesting project wich worked out quite well 
and our plan for the Project worked out as intended.The biggest flaws were that most of the 
information was about the Car Ban debate and almost none of it about the Fresh Air- Human right 
debate and that you couldn’t really communicate with the Italians which was a pity because they 
hadn’t the experience the rest had and as a host it was hard to do anything together with them. 

Bad weather on the way to the 
museum 

Debating with passion 


